
WARRANTY

OVERVIEW

Warranty management remains one of the industry’s biggest challenges. Increasing 

consumer protective legislation necessitates, retailers OEM`s and insurance companies 

now the precise liability throughout the life cycle of the product, and our ability to 

validate any claim in real time and accurately. Skyline has enhanced its processes to 

specifically deal with the complexities and the associated legislation.
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When a claim is made against a warranty/service agreement or similar, Skyline can 
offer various levels of validation. This can be as simple as comparing details against 
either the inbuilt or 3rd party database, question trees ensuring the claim meets any T’s 
& C’s or even enabling APIs to 3rd party systems for product and security checks such 
as those used in the mobile industry for IMEI verification.

Skyline warranty module has been designed to give our clients real time visibility of the 
warranty book, current liability and precise status of current claims. Upon transition the 
warranty book and all future sales are proactively loaded into the warranty database for 
full reconciliation. Standard dashboard reports show warranty control precise financial 

and operational status of work in progress claims alongside our client portals that 
ensure your end client knows the precise status of their claim.

To supplement critical warranty care Skyline offers our clients the opportunity to offer 
rental services on its range of products. The module creates the rental book and allows 

full SKU visibility of the entire book, and manages the residue and net book value 
throughout the rental period. Thus ensuring all service activity is in line with 

expectations and consolidates warranty costs against each SKU and client, when 
operated in conjunction with the CRM module proactive marketing can be set up to 

offer upgrade and refresh.

A proposition is nothing without its end clients. Maintaining regular effective and 
relevant communications with them a pre requisite of a lifelong relationship. The CRM 

module allows for all clients contact points products brought and marketing 
preferences to manage proactively against pre-determined parameters ensuring a 

consistent approach to communication. All our CRM functionality is underpinned with 
detailed data security policies and processes ensuring everything you do are 

GDPR GDPR compliant.
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Where a validated claim is deemed BER, the system allows a catalogue to be managed 
to offer product replacement direct to the end client. This module is configurable by 
policy so in the case of new for old it can offer like for like replacement or for a 
commercial charge offer upgrade opportunities, all linked directly to the fulfilment 
channel in order the claim can satisfied quickly and efficiently. 

Our real time net promoter score (NPS) module ensures that every client touch point of 
significance can have a customer satisfaction survey automated through one of the 
client access points from the online portal to the engineer actually on site via his mobile 
engineer app. These processes are automated in order that a real time 100% view of 
network performance can be made ensuring any dip in service delivery is alerted real 
time with specific corrective action recommendations.


